Abstract:-Text data present in images serves important information which is helpful for different applications. Locating text in case of variation in style, color, as well as complex image background makes text reading from images challenging. Here new framework is explored which can automatically detect and localization and recognize aligned text from CAPTCHA images. In this paper ,a hybrid approach to detect and recognize texts in CAPTCHA images is introduced. Through this approach the strength of CAPTCHA can be checked. This proposed method successfully detects and recognizes the text with a low false positive.
I. INTRODUCTION
Text information help to understand an image, scanned document analysis, electricity meters, reading of street name, car license plate reading, detection and translation of sign, mobile text recognition, also use to break CAPTCHA(Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers and Humans Apart) using text detection, recognition tells low performance of it. Text information has inspired great interests, since it can be easily understandable to both computer and human. But text reading of this type of documents is become difficult due to aging of document, quality of ink, blurriness, style, physical deterioration, orientation and so many area where text detection and reorganization is essential. Text understanding system consist of four stages: text detection, text localization, text extraction, text recognition. We can use these stages text detection, localization, and extraction interchangeably. Text detection consists of determination of the occurrence of text in images. Text localization is the process of determining the location of text.
In text extraction stage the text components in images are segmented from background. After, the extracted text images can be converted into plain text using OCR technology. Through Text detection and recognition in images, which coupling of text-based searching technologies and optical character recognition (OCR), is now recognized as a key component which are present in the images.
Unfortunately, text characters contained in images can be multicolour or any gray-scale value, variable size, low resolution, and embedded in noisy backgrounds. Many experiments done on text recognition by applying conventional.OCR technology directly it leads to decrease rates of recognition. Therefore, for efficient detection and segmentation of text characters from the background is necessary to fill the gap between images and the text input of a OCR system. Previous methods classified into top-down methods and bottom-up methods.In Topdown approach algorithms first detect text in images and then segment each of them into text and background. In bottom-up approach after segment images into regions and then group character regions into words. The recognition performance therefore relies on the segmentation.
Some text images having complex background. Detecting texts in complex images has received lot of attentions and remains a challenge for most practical systems. In this work, an effort is made to build an effective and convenient detection system for texts having variation is style, font, color in images. More accurate detection is helps to make character recognition more effective and accurate. The rest content of the paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly reviews the related works. Section III gives an overview of the text information extraction architecture. Section IV gives programmers design of system which consist of three main stages first stage of preprocessing. After that images filtered from noise edge thinning of segmented character is done using connectivity algorithm. Last stage describes optical character recognition (OCR) and describes the mathematical model of proposed framework.
Results are presented in Section V, discussion and concluding remarks are provided in Section VI and VII.
II. RELATED WORK There have been a different methods dealing with text detection and reorganization in images [4, 12] . Comprehensive surveys can be found in [4, 8] .Some approaches to text detection classified into three categories: texture-based methods, region based methods, and hybrid methods. Texture-based methods [11, 3] involves texture properties of text such as style, orientation, and wavelet coefficients, the construction of gray-level co-occurrence matrix. These methods are computation demanding as all locations and scales are exhaustively scanned. Moreover, these algorithms mostly concentrate to detect horizontal texts. Region based methods [7, 13] use the properties of the color or gray scale or alignment in a text region or their differences in properties of the background. First extract candidate text regions through segmentation or clustering and then remove non-text regions. The third category, hybrid methods [9] , is a fusion of region-based andtexture-based methods.
Different document or web ,e-mail images, in which text characters are normalized and proper resolutions, natural scene images, embed text can be in size, shapes and orientations into complex background, difficult to find text as shown in Figure. 1. It is impossible to recognize text in images directly through OCR software because of complex background. Thus, we need to detect image regions containing text and their corresponding orientations. This is compatible with the detection procedure described text extraction algorithms survey [4] , [6] . Yi Method detect the connected component in image partition based on gradient feature and color, then through text line grouping and adjacent character grouping [1] set of candidate or text line in image obtained. Then, Haar features are extracted from gradient maps and stroke by the block patterns presented in [2] . Epshtein et al. [3] designed a stroke width transform to extract text characters with the help of stable stroke widths. This is mechanism of grouping pixel to get letter and grouping letter construct word.
III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The previous developments of text detection and recognition system can be classify into two typical categories as we discuss above bottom-up methods which segment images then grouping of character regions into words. Training-based top-down methods where the text detection stage is depend on filters that are trained using machine learning tools. This propose method belongs to the top-down category, and consists of two main stages as illustrated by Overview of Architecture as shown in fig 1.
Our proposed framework using top-down approach or connected component (CC) method. Here text detection stage and a text recognition stage applied to the detected text connected component and recognize. The text detection usis to quickly extract text blocks in images with a very less false positive rates.To address the recognition stage,for accurate result we proposed an approach where the text image is segmented, assuming a different number of classes in the image each time. The different regions, all considered as text candidates, are processed by a optical character recognition (OCR) engine and the result is selected. 
IV. METHODOLOGY
As we discuss above in proposed framework of text detection and recognition used to detect text in complex background images. It takes text image as input and then applying preprocessing methods on it to remove noise (non text data)from image by converting color image to gray ,binarization which helps to efficient and accurate text identification from image which is input to OCR, within preprocessing if some part text data will loss them by
thinning and scaling is performed by connectivity algorithm. Then we get connected text character from image. Then text recognition is done. The proposed framework is divided into three stages. Figure 3 shows System Architecture.
Fig 2: System Architecture
This section presents all the stages of proposed work and discuss the purpose behind its four stage pipeline. The four stage pipeline illustrated in figure 2. These stages are:
A. Preprocessing
Here,the input image background is removed using different algorithms and image is grayscaled and then binarized( In black and white) and store in matrix of binary values.In preprocessing stage noise in image removed by using following steps 
2) Remove Line
Horizontal and Vertical line removal Travers the image vertically and horizontally for black pixels according to column and row Then if the total number of pixels compare to image height and width are less than 85% then turn all pixels into white.
3) Gap Removal
After Horizontal and Vertical lines are removed and then occurred discontinuity or gap will occur in image. To remove it by using 8-Connected Component algorithm. It will detect white pixel if that pixel have at least one black pixel then convert that white pixel to black. By using it we can remove all gaps which are occurred within image it helps in character recognition of discontinuous character efficiently.
After binarization sometimes images may contain unnecessary black pixels or dot .It check black pixel and its neighboring 8 pixels. If all are white the convert black pixel into white. If any black pixels are their then count them and then find that is an unnecessary dot or a character. As shown is figure 4. This stage try to segment the input image using different segmentation techniques, the filling segmentation which uses a flood filling algorithms. This is the usefull segmentation technique because it allows us to segment the text letters in image even if they are tilted and not contiguous. Each segmentated character thinned and scaled. Segmented image as shown in Figure 5 .
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1)Post-Segmentation
The segments are processed individually to make the recognition easier. In stages 2 and 3 following steps and related algorithms are used. Segmentation: Sing a variety of means, divide the text pixels into separate character segments. Flood Fill Segmenting use to separate and segment text pixel regions. Block Segmenter grows segments around text pixels until no more text pixels are adjacent. Fill and Shrink segments by applying shrinking or erosion and fill flooding repeatedly until the required numbers of segments have been found.
C. Character Recognition
It is used to recognize each alphabate (letter)after the text in image has been segmented. The classifier is used to recognize each character. Character Matching Comparing the segments against characters in a database, it check maching score of each database template to input character segment. 
1) Creating a Character Matrix
First, to recognize characters, we must first create those characters. The first thing to think about when creating a matrix is the size that will be used. Too small and all the letters may not be able to be created, especially if you want to use two different fonts. On the other hand, if the size of the matrix is very big, there may be cause to increase computer speed. First, to recognize characters, we must first create those characters.
The image obtained after segmentation. Follow the preprocessing steps used for the training of the characters. Calculate the score for each characters: Then calculate the matching score of the segmented character from the templates of the character stored. We compare the pixel values of the matrix of segmented character and the template matrix, and for every match we add 1 to the matching score and for every mis-match we decrement 1. This is done for all pixels. The match score is generated for every template and the one which gives the highest score is taken to be the recognized character. Table II shown result of all tested image which contain some word images and some random letter and number CAPTCHA image.
VI.DISCUSSION
A sample of some random CAPTCHA images were used for testing. The samples were manually downloaded and labeled.Out of 90% of sample showed 100% result.Where 10% of sample one or two character were recognized incorrectly.This character recognisation perfornace varies according to character patterns of every character in database. The same pre-processing and segmentation algorithms were used for all classifiers. The classifiers are evaluated with several metrics like accuracy refers to the percentage of the testing samples which were correctly recognized. Character accuracy refers to the percentage of the characters of the testing samples which were correctly recognized. According to proposed framework our first stage is preprocessing to remove noise from image which improve image quality.The CAPTCHA image taken as input image also we are going to apply this frame on different scene images.After preprocessing to recover the loss text data we used flood fill algorithms.So that we get accurate segmented text character and after that recognize. We have tested set of 100 random challenges of EZ-Gimpy ,Gimpy-r type of CAPTCHA was collected as a test set, and we achieved a success rate of 99% on this set.
VII. CONCLUSION
As we discussed above text detection from any kind of images like document, digital camera based and web, email is challenging due to the random text appearances and complex backgrounds. To detect text regions embedded in those images, we propose a new framework which is more concentrating to give input to OCR having less false positive which result into efficient and accurate text recognition. Because more accurate detection is helps to make character recognition more effective and accurate. For robust text detection and recognition right now particular type of EZ Gimpy CAPTCHA images as input and by applying different preprocessing method to remove complex background. First we detect connected components in image and then character grouping is performed to detect text characters, Then, text recognition is performed to identify text in input image.This approach developing learning based methods for text extraction from complex backgrounds and text normalization for OCR recognition. It prove that CAPTCHA can be breakable using this approach.
